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Highlights:

- We present new terrain analyses from high-resolution DEMs of martian gullies
- We find that liquid water was involved in the formation of martian gullies
- Dry processes do not explain gullies topographic signatures
- Process-level interpretation from 2D images can be unreliable
- Statistical analysis of 3D data provides a better way to determine process
Abstract

Martian gullies resemble gullies carved by water on Earth, yet are thought to have formed in an extremely cold (<-50°C) and dry (humidity < 100 precipitable micrometers) surface environment (c.f. Mellon et al., 2004). Despite more than a decade of observations, no consensus has emerged as to whether liquid water is required to form martian gullies, with some recent studies favoring dry CO₂-driven processes. That this argument persists demonstrates the limitations of morphological interpretations made from 2D images, especially when similar-looking landforms can form by very different processes. To overcome this we have devised a parametrization scheme, based on statistical discriminant analysis and hydrological terrain analysis of meter-scale digital topography data, which can distinguish between dry and wet surface processes acting on a landscape. Applying this approach to new meter-scale topographic datasets of Earth, the Moon and Mars, we demonstrate that martian gullied slopes are dissimilar to dry, gullied slopes on Earth and the Moon, but are similar to both terrestrial debris flows and fluvial gullies. We conclude that liquid water was integral to the process by which martian gullies formed. Finally, our work shows that quantitative 3D analyses of landscape have great potential as a tool in planetary science, enabling remote assessment of processes acting on planetary surfaces.
1.0 Introduction

Gullies on Mars (Malin and Edgett, 2000) are widespread: they are concentrated in the mid-latitudes and can be found on steep slopes polewards of about 30° (Dickson et al., 2007). Global and hemispheric studies have revealed that mid-latitude gullies are located on slopes oriented towards the pole (Balme et al., 2006; Bridges and Lackner, 2006; Dickson et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2015; Heldmann et al., 2007; Heldmann and Mellon, 2004; Kneissl et al., 2010; Marquez et al., 2005) while higher latitude examples have little, or no preferred orientation. The distribution and orientation of gullies are consistent with their formation at high obliquity, when pole-facing slopes receive maximum summer insolation. Together, this evidence led to the conclusion that gullies formed as water-rich debris flows (Costard et al., 2002).

However, increased insolation can also trigger dry mass wasting or destabilization of solid CO₂. Narrow channels observed on the Moon (Bart, 2007; Senthil Kumar et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2013) and on the asteroid Vesta (Krohn et al., 2014; Scully et al., 2015) have been identified as analogues to martian gullies by some authors, yet these exist on airless bodies where erosion by traditional low-viscosity fluids is unlikely and whose surfaces are almost certainly completely dry. Hence, dry mass-wasting has been considered a potential formation mechanism for martian gullies. Some of the recent modifications observed in martian gullies, including new deposits and channel formation, have been found to occur at the time of year when CO₂ frost is subliming (Dundas et al., 2015, 2012, 2010; Raack et al., 2015; Vincendon, 2015). Therefore mechanisms involving gas release triggering granular flow (Cedillo-Flores et al., 2011; Pilorget and Forget, 2016), have been suggested for gully-formation. Theoretical modelling (Cedillo-Flores et al., 2011) predicts that sand-sized or smaller grains can be mobilized by CO₂ gas-sublimation under martian conditions but, unless there is a confining “lid” (Pilorget and Forget, 2016) on the flow, it rapidly converts from a gas-supported to a
simple granular flow. Hence, we consider the visually-similar, gully-like granular flows observed on the Moon as suitable analogues for this process. We also consider mass-wasting deposits on Earth, in which water likely played a very minor role, as possible analogues for this process.
Figure 1. Images of gullies on different planets. (A) Gullies on the Moon (arrows indicate the position of the “channel”), LROC image M151169370. Credit: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center/Arizona State University. (B) Gullies on Mars in an unnamed crater NW of Lyot crater, HiRISE image ESP_027231_2340. Credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. (C) Gullies in Palikir Crater on Mars, HiRISE image PSP_005943_1380. Credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. (D) Ephemeral fluvial gully in Anderson Dry Lake, California on Earth – image from google Earth. (E) Gullies on the eastern flank of Tindastóll Mountain, Iceland, Earth. Aerial image from NERC ARSF. (F) Talus slopes on the south-facing wall of Quebrada Camarones in the Atacama Desert northern Chile. Orthorectified GeoEye image at 0.5 m/pix.

Here we go beyond plan-view comparisons of morphology, such as those illustrated in Fig. 1, by examining the three-dimensional properties of terrestrial, lunar and martian gullies. The inspiration for this study came from the delimitation of process-domains from digital elevation models of fluvial catchments on Earth. Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou (1993) calculated upslope drainage area and local slope for elevation data-pixels within fluvial catchments and showed that these properties follow a specific pattern in log-log space that depends on which processes were active in the catchment. They included process domains for fluvial and debris flow processes. We have further developed this approach by including other terrain attributes that can discriminate between processes such as cumulative area distribution, area distribution and 25 m downslope index, and by including dry granular flows (rockfalls, ravel and dry mass wasting) as an end-member process. Such hydrological analyses are not typically performed at the scale of the martian gullies (i.e. <5 km) because the data were not historically available. In an earlier study (Conway et al., 2011a) though, we showed that a qualitative comparison of slope-area and cumulative area distribution plots
could discriminate between terrains dominated by debris flow, rockfall and fluvial processes on Earth at this scale. In the current study, we find that differences are also apparent in area distribution, and 25m downslope index plots, as illustrated in Fig. 2. We extend our previous work by analyzing additional sites, including the Moon, and, more importantly, by performing a statistical analysis of the data.
Figure 2. Example terrain analysis plots for sites classed as fluvial, debris flow (DF) and talus on Earth from study sites in Lucerne Valley California and the Westfjords in Iceland (see Supplementary Text and Table S2 for further details). In the first row are slope-area plots, to the second cumulative area distribution plots, the third area distribution plots and the fourth 25 m downslope index plots. The darker shades of the underlying points in the slope-area plots indicate a greater density of points. The dotted line in the slope-area plot is at 30° slope – the approximate minimum dry angle of repose. Some of the parameters listed in Table 1 are marked as follows: (1) in the slope-area plots (top row) the purple triangles are (from left to right): avslp_1_10, avslp_10_100 and avslp_100_1000; the green squares are: left, slp10 and right, slp10_4; the red diamonds are mxslp and mxslpA, located at the maxima, and mxfacslp located at the furthest right; the red line represents gradMax_all vertically displaced for clarity, and the purple lines represent (from left to right), grad100_10 and grad100_1000 vertically displaced for clarity. (2) In the cumulative area distribution plots (2nd row from top), the purple square represents CAD50pc, the yellow triangle CAD75pc and the red diamond maxArCAD. The green points represent a rotated cumulative area distribution plot, made in order to calculate maxDCad, maxArCAD and areaUCad. In order to rotate the cumulative area distribution plot as illustrated, we calculated the straight line that connected the first and the last point, and then subtracted the y-value of this line from every point in the plot. (3) In the area distribution plots (3rd row from top) the blue triangle represents mxCadPkh and mxCadPkFac. (4) In the 25m downslope index plots (bottom row) the green diamond represents maxDi25pkH and mxDi25pkFac.
2.0 Development of Parameterization Scheme

2.1 Hydrological analysis

The datasets used are fully described in the Supplementary Text, summarized in Tables S1 and S2. We followed the same approach as Conway et al. (2011a) in generating the terrain attributes necessary for these analyses and a visual summary of these calculations is shown in Figure S3. In brief, we used the multi-direction flow algorithm “dinf” which partitions flow into downslope neighbors in any direction (Tarboton, 1997). From these non-integer flow directions we calculated the (fractional) number of pixels located upstream of any given pixel, from which we calculated the uphill drainage area (Fig. S3D). Local slope (Fig. S3C) was calculated by taking the steepest of the eight triangular facets centered on the target pixel (Tarboton, 1997). The wetness index maps (Fig. S3A) were calculated by taking the natural logarithm of the ratio of drainage area to slope, excluding pixels with zero slope. We also calculated the flow directions and local slopes using the classic “d8” algorithm whereby flow is routed directly to a single downslope pixel, in one of the eight cardinal directions (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984). From the d8 flow directions we calculated the distance downflow it is necessary to travel to achieve a given value of descent – the downslope index (Hjerdt et al., 2004) (Fig. S3F). If the value of descent is fixed at or near the DEM resolution, then the downslope index simply represents the steepest downstream slope. Conversely, if values are chosen which are of the same vertical scale as the feature being studied (~500 m for gullies), then within-feature detail is lost. We chose value of descent of 25 m, as a balance between these two end-members. These manipulations were performed using the freely available software packages TauDEM tools (Tarboton, 1997; Tesfa et al., 2011) and WhiteboxGAT (Lindsay, 2005).
2.2 Generating hydrological plots and parameters

The slope-area and cumulative area distribution plots were created following the method of Conway et al. (2011a). Briefly, the slope-area comprises the local slope and drainage area for every pixel plotted in log-log space, and these data are put into 0.05 wide log-drainage-area bins and for each bin the slope is averaged. Bins with less than 100 points are excluded to avoid bias of the mean by outlying datapoints, an approach employed commonly in other studies (e.g., Grieve et al., 2016). For the cumulative area distribution, the same bins are used, but the cumulative frequency for each bin is calculated. The non-cumulative area distribution plot is simply the histogram of the values of the logarithm of the drainage areas normalized by the maximum drainage area. The bin-width is 0.05. The curve is the kernel density estimation of the same distribution with a bandwidth of 0.05. The 25m downslope index plot is similarly the histogram of the logarithm of the 25m downslope index values with a 0.1 bin-width and the line is the corresponding kernel density with a bandwidth of 0.075.

For the area distribution and 25m downslope index plots the number of peaks was calculated by counting the number of maximum inflections on the curve. The area under the tallest peak was calculated by integrating the curve between the minima on either side of the peak.

2.3 Statistical analysis of terrain attributes

In order to analyze a given hillslope, we outlined the feature of interest from the upper watershed boundary to the toe of the deposit-fan or lobes with the aid of hillshaded relief and wetness index maps. All the pixels from the slope, drainage area, and 25m downslope index grids that fell within these polygon outlines were extracted in order to create the slope-area, cumulative area distribution, area distribution and 25m downslope index plots. Instead of
subjectively comparing these plots (as in Conway et al., 2011a), we parameterized the slope-area, cumulative area distribution, area distribution and 25m downslope index plots, to allow quantitative comparison. From visual inspection of the slope-area, cumulative area distribution, area distribution and 25m downslope index plots of our terrestrial sites, and which are dominated by different processes, we noticed that they had qualitatively different shapes and trends, as illustrated by typical “process type” examples in Fig. 2. This was an observation we made in Conway et al. (2011a) and has already been discussed in detail in previous publications for the slope-area and cumulative area distribution plots (e.g., Brardinoni and Hassan, 2006; Lague and Davy, 2003; McNamara et al., 2006; Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993; Perera and Willgoose, 1998). For example, Lague and Davy (2003) noted that a shallower slope at <1 km² drainage area in the slope-area plot indicated debris flow dominance in the system and McNamara et al. (2006) noted that concavity in the cumulative area distribution plots indicates a transition from diffusive hillslopes to channel incision.

We therefore extracted 28 parameters that we observed to vary with process from inspection of the plots from our terrestrial sites, informed by trends noted in the literature. Some of these parameters are highlighted in Fig. 2. These include the slope of the trend in the slope-area plot, the concavity of the cumulative area distribution plot, the skewness of the area distribution and the number of peaks in the 25m downslope index plot; the full list of parameters is given in Table 1. Not all these parameters have a clearly describable physical meaning, they were chosen only because they appeared to discriminate between process.

Using these 28 parameters, we performed canonical discriminant analysis (McLachlan, 2004), a statistical technique which produces a linear combination of the parameters which best separate pre-defined groups. This analysis allows assessment of
whether certain groups are separable, and identification of those parameters which are more important in separating the groups.

We analyzed the topography of 104 sites (in 26 locations): 13 on the Moon, and 55 on Earth, including 15 slopes presently dominated by fluvial processes, 27 by debris flow and 13 by dry processes, including rockfall, grainflow and ravel. Unfortunately, data of sufficient resolution are not available to perform this kind of analysis for the proposed gully-like features on Vesta (Scully et al., 2015). On Mars, we obtained data from 33 slopes with gullies, and three without (in ‘Zumba’ Crater). We examined martian gully sites from a wide spread of latitude (53°N to 68°S) and longitude (0-360°E) to sample a diverse group of gullies. We did not include martian “gullies” formed in sand dunes slipfaces (e.g., Diniega et al., 2013; Mangold et al., 2003; Pasquon et al., 2016; Reiss and Jaumann, 2003). For data-sources, resolutions and locations see Fig. S2, Tables S1-S2 and the Supplementary Text.
## Table 1. Summary of parameters extracted from the hydrological plots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter abbreviation</th>
<th>Plot derived from</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol on Fig. 2</th>
<th>Standardized canonical coefficients</th>
<th>Mean value per group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mXslp</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>the maximum value of slope along the drainage area at which mXslp occurs</td>
<td>red diamond</td>
<td>-1.11 -1.68 -2.54 0.99 2.79</td>
<td>0.452 0.882 0.916 0.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mxslpA</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>the value of the moving average line at a drainage area of 10 m², if there are fewer than 100 data points in this bin is expanded to 10⁵±10⁻²²</td>
<td>red diamond</td>
<td>-0.43 -0.17 -0.35 0.31 0.32</td>
<td>15.954 11.392 6502.426 7.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spl10</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>the value of the moving average line at a drainage area of 10 m², if there are fewer than 100 data points in this bin is expanded to 10²⁻⁰²²</td>
<td>green square</td>
<td>-0.19 1.47 1.19 -0.39 -1.88</td>
<td>0.407 0.772 0.635 0.823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spl10_4</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>the value of the moving average line at a drainage area of 10 m², if there are fewer than 100 data points in this bin is expanded to 10⁵±10⁻²²</td>
<td>green square</td>
<td>-0.24 -0.07 0.87 0.49 -0.65</td>
<td>0.196 0.453 0.480 0.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avs1p_1_10</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>The mean value of the slope in the range 1 to 10 m²</td>
<td>purple triangle</td>
<td>0.42 0.88 2.02 -0.19 -2.09</td>
<td>0.378 0.753 0.625 0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avs1p_10_100</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>The mean value of the slope in the range 10 to 100 m²</td>
<td>purple triangle</td>
<td>0.67 1.52 2.02 -0.76 -2.38</td>
<td>0.395 0.681 0.626 0.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avs1p_100_1000</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>The mean value of the slope in the range 100 to 1000 m²</td>
<td>purple triangle</td>
<td>0.68 -1.29 -1.89 -0.31 2.42</td>
<td>0.286 0.559 0.545 0.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mxfaslsp</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>The mean value of the slope in the range spanning the maximum drainage area recorded (maxFac) and maxFac - 10²⁻⁰²²</td>
<td>red diamond</td>
<td>0.44 1.45 -1.38 -1.67 0.21</td>
<td>0.158 0.419 0.495 0.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grad100_10</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>The slope of the line connecting avs1p_1_10 with avs1p_10_100</td>
<td>purple line</td>
<td>0.52 -1.48 -0.38 0.30 1.83</td>
<td>-0.030 0.023 -0.173 0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grad100_1000</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>The slope of the line connecting avs1p_10_100 with avs1p_100_1000</td>
<td>purple line</td>
<td>0.36 -1.12 -1.16 0.06 1.61</td>
<td>0.157 0.085 0.041 0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gradMax_10_4</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>The slope of the line connecting mXslp with spl10_4</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>0.09 0.51 -0.62 -0.57 0.16</td>
<td>-0.140 -0.087 -0.062 -0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gradMax_all</td>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>The slope of the line connecting mXslp with mXfaslsp</td>
<td>red line</td>
<td>0.43 -0.46 0.58 0.17 -0.09</td>
<td>-0.144 -0.090 -0.089 -0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD50pc</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>The value of the probability at a fractional drainage area of 0.5</td>
<td>purple triangle</td>
<td>0.25 -0.77 -1.46 -0.18 1.64</td>
<td>-1.202 -0.844 -0.319 -0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD75pc</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>The value of the probability at a fractional drainage area of 0.75</td>
<td>yellow triangle</td>
<td>-1.30 -0.27 0.47 1.25 -0.38</td>
<td>-1.857 -1.737 -1.334 -1.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cad1000</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>The value of the probability at an absolute drainage area of 1000 m²</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>1.37 -0.19 0.61 -0.78 -0.18</td>
<td>-1.510 -1.212 -0.928 -0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxDCad</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>The height of the tallest peak in the rotated CAD plot</td>
<td>red diamond</td>
<td>-0.64 -3.01 -1.56 1.85 3.05</td>
<td>0.955 1.582 2.053 2.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxArcAD</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>The fractional drainage area at which maxDCad occurs</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>0.06 -0.07 -0.27 -0.08 0.25</td>
<td>0.816 0.725 0.687 0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arcuCAD</td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>The area underneath the rotated CAD plot</td>
<td>red diamond</td>
<td>0.19 3.13 2.05 -1.39 -3.46</td>
<td>0.293 0.540 0.628 0.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mxCadPkh</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>The height of the tallest peak in the AD plot</td>
<td>blue triangle</td>
<td>0.15 0.42 0.27 -0.28 -0.44</td>
<td>2.636 2.696 2.781 2.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mxCadPkFac</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>The fractional drainage area at which mxCadPkh occurs</td>
<td>blue triangle</td>
<td>0.44 -0.67 -0.27 0.02 0.74</td>
<td>1.484 2.151 3.209 3.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcCadPkks</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>The number of peaks in the AD plot</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>0.03 0.49 -0.02 -0.33 -0.29</td>
<td>1.200 1.000 1.118 1.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadPkArea</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>The area underneath the tallest peak in the AD plot</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>-0.10 0.25 0.27 0.01 -0.38</td>
<td>0.999 1.001 0.974 1.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadSkeW</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>The skew of the AD distribution</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>-0.62 -1.19 -0.40 1.15 1.03</td>
<td>1.279 0.597 0.073 0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxDi25pkH</td>
<td>DI25</td>
<td>The height of the tallest peak in the DI25 plot</td>
<td>green diamond</td>
<td>-0.05 -0.48 0.19 0.49 0.18</td>
<td>1.508 2.000 2.457 3.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mxDi25pkFac</td>
<td>DI25</td>
<td>The fractional drainage area at which maxDi25pkH occurs</td>
<td>green diamond</td>
<td>0.00 -0.37 0.41 0.36 -0.08</td>
<td>0.419 0.646 0.588 0.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxDi25pkA</td>
<td>DI25</td>
<td>The area underneath the tallest peak in the DI25 plot</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>0.21 0.01 0.29 -0.06 -0.20</td>
<td>0.644 0.861 0.910 0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di25SkeW</td>
<td>DI25</td>
<td>The skew of the DI25 distribution</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>-0.34 -0.33 0.02 0.47 0.14</td>
<td>-0.610 -0.864 -1.028 -1.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di25bim</td>
<td>DI25</td>
<td>Degree of bimodality of the DI25 distribution</td>
<td>not marked</td>
<td>0.08 -0.44 -0.05 0.20 0.32</td>
<td>0.045 0.011 0.008 0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data from two different canonical discriminant analyses are shown, A1, A2 and A3 are the standardized canonical coefficients from an analysis which best separates terrestrial fluvial, terrestrial debris flow, dry mass wasting on Earth and dry mass wasting from the Moon. Function A1 accounts for 65% of the variation, A2 24% and A3 10%. B1 and B2 are the standardized canonical coefficients from an analysis which best separates terrestrial fluvial, terrestrial debris flow and dry mass wasting (grouping data from the Moon and Earth). Function B1 accounts for 72% of the variation and B2 23%. Absolute values of standardized canonical coefficients greater than one are marked in light grey and those greater than two in dark grey; parameters where any of the standardized canonical coefficients exceed one or two are marked in the same way. For the four columns on the right of the table the values are mean values for each group, where “fl” is terrestrial fluvial, “df” is terrestrial debris flow, “rf” is terrestrial rockfall, and “mn” is lunar.

First, we performed an analysis to best-separate terrestrial fluvial, debris flow, rockfall and lunar slopes (analysis “A”). Second, we grouped rockfall slopes on Earth with lunar slopes and re-performed the analysis (analysis “B”). We choose these specific groupings, because these allowed us to create parameter space plots in which different regions correspond to different gully-forming processes. We performed two analyses because we wanted to confirm whether the inherent differences between the slopes with dry mass wasting on the Earth (which are inevitably influenced by some water) and on the Moon (which are completely dry) affected the process and thus the separation of the groupings. Finally, we added the martian data onto these parameter spaces to see where they plotted. We estimated the range of the adjustment to the martian data needed for reduced gravity conditions. Due to the martian gully processes being unknown at this stage of the analysis, no unequivocal gravity correction could be made, only an estimate of the range of possible
corrections (see Section 2.5). The effects of the range of possible corrections are shown as
lines extending from the martian gully data points in Fig. 3. We also performed a sensitivity
analysis to test the robustness of our analysis, which is illustrated by the ellipses in Fig. 3 and
is fully detailed in the Supplementary Text and in Fig. S1.
Figure 3. Results of the canonical discriminant analyses. Points labelled as “Zumba Crater” are located on martian slopes without gullies, but with evidence of mass wasting. The ellipses are the 68% confidence interval for the corresponding color group in the legend, with the
cross being the mean value – both take into account the datapoints shown here and also those
data from the error analyses detailed in the Supplementary Text and Fig. S1. Top: plot of the
first two canonical functions (A1 and A2) which best separate terrestrial fluvial, terrestrial
debris flow, lunar slopes and terrestrial rockfall. Bottom: plot of the two canonical functions
(B1 and B2) which best separate terrestrial fluvial, terrestrial debris flow and grouped lunar
slopes and terrestrial rockfall slopes. The lines extending away from the martian gully
datapoints indicate the direction in which the data would shift if the effect of reduced martian
gravity is taken into account. However, because of the uncertainty of process in martian
gullies we cannot give an exact magnitude for this shift (see Section 2.5). The double-
triangles on three of the martian datapoints indicate three catchments in Istok crater where
debris flow morphologies have been identified by Johnsson et al. (2014). The canonical
coefficients which make up the canonical functions A1, A2, B1 and B2 are given in Table 1.

2.4 Gravity scaling

To account for the difference between terrestrial and martian gravity, a process has to be
assigned to a system in order to infer the effect on the landscape. The equations governing
that process can then be used to estimate the effect it has on the landscape. Here, we explain
our rationale for applying gravity scaling to (i) dry mass wasting, (ii) fluid flows (including
fluvial processes, debris flow and fluidized granular flow).

For dry granular flows some authors have found that the dynamic angle of repose is
independent of gravity (Atwood-Stone and McEwen, 2013), whereas others have found that it
reduces by ~10° (Kleinhans et al., 2011) under martian gravity. We find no significant
difference between the slope angle of loose material on the walls of fresh impact craters on
the Moon, talus slopes on Mars and talus on Earth, as demonstrated in Fig. 4; hence we
assume that any piled loose material should come to rest at the same angle on Mars as on the
Earth. Therefore we make no adjustment to the terrain analysis plots to account for the effect of changing the gravitational acceleration on dry mass wasting processes.

For clear water flows eroding into bedrock (detachment limited), the erosion rate in volume per unit channel area per time is a power law function of the basal shear stress (Snyder et al., 2000; e.g., Whipple and Tucker, 1999), the so-called “stream-power law”:

\[ E = k_b \tau^a \]  

(1)

where \( k_b \) is a dimensional coefficient dependent on rock resistance, dominant erosion process and sediment load, and \( a \) is a positive, process-dependent constant (the reciprocal of the Hack exponent). Previous analyses (Irwin et al., 2005; Som et al., 2009) have revealed that, for the same discharge (which should scale with drainage area) and slope, channels on Mars should be larger than their terrestrial equivalents in order to compensate for the reduced velocity under reduced gravity. If we instead fix the channel dimensions, then channels of the same dimensions will be found on higher slopes on Mars compared to Earth. As fluvial channel initiation can be considered as a result of exceeding a critical velocity, or shear stress (Horton, 1945; Moore et al., 1988) then, on Mars for any given drainage area (discharge), the slope would need to be higher compared to Earth, everything else being equal. This was also suggested by the analysis and data of Lanza et al. (2010). Conway et al. (2011a) find that the appropriate slope-shift for equilibrium bedrock fluvial erosion under steady-state uplift conditions in slope-area plots, for a given drainage area, should be +1/3. However, they did not take into account the potential effects of \( g \) on the dimensional constants, which should somewhat counteract this shift. Therefore in our analyses we take the shift of 1/3 as the extreme value.

When the bedload cover of the flow is taken into account (transport limited), there are a number of different formulations of the stream power law; many take a form similar to (Densmore et al., 1998; Lavé and Avouac, 2001):
where $K$ is an erodibility coefficient, $\tau^*$ is given by $\tau / (\rho_g - \rho) g D_{50}$ and $\tau^* c$ is a Shield’s- Stress-like threshold dimensionless shear stress, where $\rho_g$ is the density of the grains and $D_{50}$ is their modal size. In this case, because $\tau^*$ has $g$ in the denominator and in the numerator (from Eq. 1), there is no effect on erosion rate of changing gravity.

**Figure 4.** Box plots of measurements of the slope of talus on Earth (35), Mars (30) and the Moon (22). The bar across each box is the median value, the extent of the box delimits the interquartile range, and the whiskers indicate the range, while the points are outliers - values which are further than 1.5 interquartile ranges from the quartiles. Each measurement was taken over a span of ~50 m on part of the hillslope that was smooth or contained loose boulders within the image. On Earth ten measurements were taken in the Westfjords, ten in St. Elias and 15 in Quebrada de Camarones. On Mars, ten measurements were taken in Zumba Crater, ten on the north-facing slope of Istok Crater and ten in Juventae Chasma (DT1EA_003434_1755_003579_1755_U01, credit USGS). On the Moon ten measurements were taken in “Unnamed Fresh Crater West of Isaev Crater”, seven in “Unnamed Fresh
Crater West of Saenger” and five in Moore F Crater (NAC_DTM_MOOREF1_E370N1850, credit Arizona State University).

For debris flows, if we assume for simplicity a single fluid rheology, then there are two possible modes. Firstly, the case of an erodible non-cohesive bed, where the erosion rate is determined by the flow’s ability to erode grains. This is determined by a critical shear stress:

\[ \tau_c = (\rho_s - \rho) g D_{50} \cos \theta \]  

The ratio of the bed shear stress (Eq. 1) to the critical shear stress (Eq. 3) is a constant given by:

\[ \frac{\tau}{\tau_c} = \rho \tan \theta / [(\rho_s - \rho) D_{50}] \]  

which is not dependent on gravity. Secondly, where the bed is cohesive, the critical shear stress becomes a constant, hence the stress required to erode the bed becomes dependent on gravity, and therefore so does the inclination of the bed.

This formulation for debris flows is over-simplistic and more complex schemes have been proposed, such as separating the shear-stresses imposed by the granular component and fluid component of the flow (Iverson et al., 2010). In Iverson’s formulation the fluid part is a Bingham fluid with a Coulomb-like failure, and the granular part includes a shear stress term similar to Eq. 1 and also a pore-pressure term. Takahashi (1981, 1978) proposed a model informed by Bagnold’s concept of dispersive stress included in a water-saturated inertial grain flow, where again a Coulomb-like failure is included. Even in these more complex cases a decrease in gravitation acceleration acts to decrease basal shear stress and never acts to increase it, despite the exact influence being more complicated to calculate.

Under a steady-state, these erosion-rate laws can be converted into a change in local slope. However, in ephemeral systems we have studied on Earth (and almost certainly gullies
on Mars are ephemeral), this assumption cannot be made. The erosion rate for both fluvial and debris flow processes can depend on gravitational acceleration. In all cases, this acts to increase the local slope for a given drainage area (as a proxy for discharge) on Mars compared to Earth, even if an assumption of steady-state cannot be made. Hence we conclude that in all cases the adjustment for gravity shown in Fig. 3 has to be in the direction indicated, and is most likely to be at the lower end of the range indicated by the lengths of the lines.

In summary, for a cohesive bed (e.g., bedrock), cohesion dominates gravity, so gravity scaling is required, but a non-cohesive bed, the shear stress required for erosion depends upon the weight of individual particles, so the effects of gravity cancel out. We have no a priori knowledge of whether the martian gully beds are cohesive or not, so exact scaling cannot be applied. Instead, to provide an indication of how gravity scaling affects the data in Fig. 3, we use an estimated maximum value of 1/3. This is likely to be an overly exaggerated maximum, as shown by the slope-area analysis of channel initiation in gullies on Mars by Lanza et al. (2010), who find differences in material properties and environmental factors are likely to be more influential on the slope-area data than gravity scaling.

3.0 Interpretations and Discussion

Our earlier study (Conway et al., 2011a) showed that some martian gullies qualitatively resembled terrestrial debris flows in terrain analysis data, and that this was not due to crater-wall topography producing spurious debris-flow like results. For the first time, our new analysis demonstrates quantitatively that, when using terrain parameters that best separate granular flow landforms from fluvial or debris flow landforms, martian gullies overlap the parameter space for both debris flow and fluvial gullies on Earth (Fig. 3). The majority of the martian gully data cluster between the fluvial and debris flow domains, suggesting a blend of processes. Importantly though, our analysis shows that martian gullies have very different
topographic properties from slopes with gully-like features on the Moon — a “dry granular flow” analog.

Any adjustment to account for the effect of reduced martian gravity, shifts the data further from the lunar slopes and further into the terrestrial fluvial domain, particularly for canonical function A1, with which the martian gullies completely overlap the fluvial domain. However, this transformation shifts martian gullies with identifiable debris flow morphologies (Johnsson et al., 2014) away from the terrestrial debris flow data in Fig. 3. This perhaps suggests that the necessary adjustment for gravity may only be small for debris flow processes, which are one of the best-articulated mechanisms for gullies on Mars (e.g., Costard et al., 2002; de Haas et al., 2015b).

To check the method, we also examined martian slopes without gullies, to confirm that these fall within the domain of dry processes. We found that non-gullied terrain within craters on Mars does not produce signals resembling those of fluvial or debris flows on Earth: the walls of the fresh impact crater Zumba plot between the lunar data and Earth rockfall data on Fig. 3 — in agreement with earlier studies (Conway et al., 2011a). This contrasts to the results of Hobbs et al. (2014), who found that pre-existing topography has a detectable influence on the two-dimensional long profiles of martian gullies. Our analysis shows that, when considered in three dimensions, the shape is dominated by the active process.

The spread of the terrestrial data in Fig. 3 reflects not only the inevitable mixing of different process signals, but also the effects of different substrates, including differing amounts and types of bedrock outcrop, soil types and thickness, and vegetation types and cover (see Supplementary Material for full description of the terrestrial sites). The lunar data have a similar scatter, which also probably reflects the geological diversity of the different sample sites, including different geological units, amount of bedrock outcrop, regolith thickness and maturity, presence and amount of impact melt, and amount of ejecta cover.
Similar factors are also likely to be influencing the martian data. Similarly to Earth, many
gully alcoves incise into the competent bedrock of their host crater wall (Aston et al., 2011;
de Haas et al., 2015a, 2015c; Okubo et al., 2011), which can have a range of ages, type,
weathering state and structure. On Mars, gullies are often incised into a surface-draping unit,
called the latitude dependent mantle (LDM; Christensen, 2003; Conway and Balme, 2014;
Dickson et al., 2015; Head et al., 2008; Levy et al., 2011), which previous work has
interpreted to comprise either massive ice, or ice-rich sediment. None of our terrestrial sites
are located on massive ice, but many of them have discontinuous mountain permafrost
(Adventdalen, Svalbard; St. Elias, Alaska; Front Range, Colorado; Tindastóll, Iceland),
which has similar mechanical behavior to erosion. Although the substrates in the three sites
are not strictly analogous, we feel that by choosing a wide variety of sites we have captured
enough of the variability of the substrate (i.e., a wide range of cohesion and erodibility) in
order to consider substrate as a secondary factor compared to the more dominant effect of
process.

The even larger spread of the martian gully data in Fig. 3 compared to the terrestrial
and lunar sites reflects a) their variability of form and setting, and b) either catchments with
mixed processes, or long periods of quiescence allowing dry processes to gradually overprint
other processes. We have included gullies that deeply incise the ice-dust mantle (Conway and
Balme, 2014), those in polar pits, isolated gullies, grouped gullies, gullies that form dense
coalescing networks, and those that possess thin channels. The systems we have selected on
Earth (with the exception of the sites in the Atacama) are almost constantly transforming
under the influence of water-driven processes, yet maintain the process signal. On Mars, dry
mass-wasting (CO₂-driven, or not), aeolian processes (and perhaps long-term creep) might be
expected to modify the topography post-emplacement (de Haas et al., 2015d) and thus
Another possible cause of the scatter of the data is the potential for metastable water on Mars (Hecht, 2002). On Earth, water is the central component of both fluvial and debris flow processes, but on Mars water can be metastable (Hecht, 2002), being subject to both freezing and boiling, which can change its behavior with respect to stable water (Conway et al., 2011b; Jouannic et al., 2015; Massé et al., 2016). As previous laboratory work has shown, the principle effect of boiling and freezing is to change the infiltration rate—an effect that can be mimicked by changing the properties of the substrate. Therefore we expect that the potential effect of metastability on water on Mars would introduce a variability of the same or lesser magnitude than that of substrate type, which is discussed above.

We discussed briefly in the introduction the possibility that gullies on Mars can be modified, or even formed by CO₂ sublimation driven processes. We consider that dry granular flow is the most analogous of our sampled processes to a putative CO₂ sublimation driven process, because without special circumstances (a confining lid, or inclusion of a large portion of mobile solid CO₂ within the flow) flow triggered by CO₂ sublimation would rapidly lose its pore pressure through gas escape and therefore convert into a non-fluidized dry granular flow. Pyroclastic flows on Earth have been cited to be possible analogues for CO₂ sublimation driven flows (Pilorget and Forget, 2016), yet the energy involved in such flows can be in excess of $10^8$ Wm⁻² (Smil, 2008), tiny in comparison to insolation on Mars (the driver of CO₂ sublimation) which can usually generate < 700 Wm⁻² even with the most optimal combination of slope, orientation and orbital parameters (Lewis et al., 1999). Cedillo-Flores et al. (2011) estimated that CO₂ sublimation would be sufficient to mobilize sand grains, whose mass is significantly below that of the boulder-grade material often found in gully-deposits on Mars, both old (de Haas et al., 2015d) and new (Dundas et al., 2015).
Pilorget and Forget (2016)’s model, which requires a confining lid of CO₂ slab ice, was optimized for gullies found on sand dunes, but they inferred using analogy to pyroclastic density currents that larger material could be mobilized. Without further modelling, or experimental work to clarify the exact physical transport mechanism involved in CO₂ sublimation driven flows, a detailed discussion would remain highly speculative. However, given the current state of knowledge, we feel that taking dry granular flows as an analogy to putative Mars CO₂-driven flows is reasonable. Using this analogy, our work therefore implies that CO₂ sublimation driven flows are a secondary process influencing the morphology of the non-sand dune martian gullies studied here, and could be a factor in introducing scatter into the data in Fig. 3. For gullies in poorly consolidated sand dune slip faces this process might be dominant, as suggested by recent observations (e.g., Diniega et al., 2013), but this type of gully was not included in this study.

4.0 Conclusions

Our results support the interpretation that liquid water was inherent to the process that formed martian gullies. This conclusion is based upon a new method, yet is in agreement with many other studies that examine the topographic profiles (Conway et al., 2014), morphology (Gallagher et al., 2011; e.g., Johnsson et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2010), and geological and physiographic settings (e.g., Costard et al., 2002; Dickson et al., 2015; Head et al., 2008) of martian gullies. Liquid water must have been available in sufficient quantities to produce this scale of landform, as we argue below.

In terms of the volume of water required, debris flows on Earth are generated by the development of excess pore pressure inside a body of sediment; either produced by over-saturation of the ground by rainfall or snowmelt, or by overland water-flow inside a constraining environment which then infiltrates the sediments - the so-called ‘fire-hose’
effect (Johnson and Rodine, 1984). Debris flow initiation is aided by the presence of clay-sized material, which helps to augment pore pressures (Iverson, 1997). Loose surface sediments and fine-fractions are both present on Mars (Cabrol et al., 2014), meaning that debris flow is certainly a plausible process. However, low-volume water flows on Earth cannot produce substantial debris flow, as they are unable to entrain larger particles (de Haas et al., 2014), despite the flows themselves containing more water per unit volume. Substantial boulder-grade materials are often seen within martian gullies (de Haas et al., 2015d). This means that, whether generated by fluvial or debris flow processes, the formation of martian gullies must have involved substantial quantities of water, i.e. centimeters of melt production over the alcove-zone, as calculated in (de Haas et al., 2015c).

Gullies are known to be geologically recent features (Reiss et al., 2004; Schon et al., 2009), so future research should focus on elucidating the timing of gully-forming events with respect to changes in Mars’ orbital parameters (and hence possibly climate change; Head et al., 2003), the amounts of water involved, and the mechanism of water-release. Global Climate Models of Mars have so far failed to predict sufficient melting from precipitation to produce gullies under recent (last ~10Ma) climate conditions, hence these results show that we need to revisit our understanding of the recent martian climate. Our work also maintains the designation of gullies as “special regions” (Kminek et al., 2010) under planetary protection rules, whereby the risk of contamination by terrestrial biota is considered too high to be able to send space missions to these regions. It is important not to contaminate these regions, as stratigraphic observations point to intermittent, yet repeated, episodes of activity in gullies (Dickson et al., 2015; Schon and Head, 2011), meaning that they represent intermittently habitable environments and a possible niche for the survival of life on Mars.

Finally, this work reveals that quantifying the 3D shape of landforms opens-up a new avenue for remotely differentiating between dominant processes acting on planetary surfaces.
Although presently such analyses are not widely used, future developments in computational techniques and data processing (e.g., Grieve et al., 2016) promise to make such techniques more widely accessible and usable.
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